
Administration                                                                                                     8 May 2014
SASPRO Mobility Programme in Philosophy
Institute of Philosophy
Slovak Academy of Sciences 
Bratislava
Slovak Republic

Dear Administration,
                       RE: SASPRO  Fellowship pre-application
I am an independent researcher, PhD (Candidate of Science in Technology), currently a pensioner in 
Israel, 78. Herewith I submit you my pre-application for the SASPRO Fellowship with the following 
documents attached:
1. My CV with the list of relevant publications.
2. Abstract of the project “The Global Village Reform”.

Please see some additional papers on the matter enclosed.

Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD
Independent Researcher
P.O. Box 461, Haifa 31003, Israel
Tel/fax: +972-(0)4-822-1997; mobile: +972-(0)547-856-170
E-mail: info@reformscience.org    

Enclosure:
(1) Appeal for Support: http://kvisit.com/ShNnDAg; 
(2) Davos Appeal: http://kvisit.com/S5MDVAg;
(3) To European Parliament: http://kvisit.com/SpYbjAg ; 
(4) World Reform Center: http://kvisit.com/S3tuWAw;
(5) Appeal to UNESCO: http://kvisit.com/SzbfPAQ.
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                                          Curriculum Vitae (1953-2013)
                                             Igor Stepanovich Makarov 
                                                (b. 18.08.1935, Moscow)

1953-1958  Student of the Moscow Institute of Communications. Graduation with honor.

1958-1960  Engineer of the Research Department of the above Institute, the Chair of  Magnetic Recording. 

1961-1964  Post-graduate student of the above Institute. I defend the dissertation, "Investigation of the Methods  
of Efficient Digital Magnetic Recording", and is conferred the degree of The Candidate of Engineering Sciences 
(approximately equivalent to the PhD in Technology).

1964-1976  Senior Researcher at the Research Institute of Radio (Moscow). I am engaged in R&D of digital 
relay systems. I develop two projects of highly efficient systems but, because of a kind of mismanagement on the 
part of administration and the lack of resources, I am deprived of conditions to complete the projects and 
eventually leave the research department.

1976-1984 Leading Engineer at the Department of Scientific and Engineering Information of the Institute.

1984-1992 Engineer. Miscellaneous firms dealing with electronics. In July 1992 I immigrate in Israel. 

                                                    My independent research and further life

1968-2005  Late in the 60s, independently of my official work, I started my own research in Systems Theory 
which gradually involved Theoretical Physics and Philosophy and eventually yielded results of fundamental 
significance for physics.
                                                            
1996-2006  I travel across Europe (Britain, France, Germany, Austria, Bulgaria), live for two years in Canada, 
proceeding whenever possible with my research and eventually returning to Israel, with my research 
significantly developed. I manage to publish several parts of the research in the Indian Journal of Theoretical  
Physics (1996-2005, Calcutta). 

2006- August 2007  I live for a year in Britain (Greater Manchester). In July 2007 I print with my own hands 
two books with my research in physics, “ A Theory of Ether Generating Matter” and  “A Theory of Ether, 
Particles and Atoms”, and donate them to academies and libraries of some western countries. In August 2007 I 
return to Israel. 

August 2007-2009  The Ministry of Immigration provides me with a social accommodation in a hostel with a 
special regime formally prohibiting any activity except 'simple living' and not guaranteeing common security – 
actually a concentration camp controlled thoroughly by Russian agents, the only place really available for me in 
Israel.  I register my above research at the Copyright Office. In March 2009 I print privately a hundred copies of 
the second, corrected edition of the book. In November 2009 I visit Amsterdam and distribute dozens of the 
book copies to universities and institutions the world over, on top of the electronic version of the book sent to 
them earlier. 

2010-2012  I correct the second edition of the book. I set up my own website, The Reform Science Center, 
www.reformscience.org, with an Archive at www.keepandshare.com, and publish my research online. I write 
three articles, “Reforming Modern Science by Metascience”, “The Logical Framework of Economics” and 
“The Science of Politics”, and publish them online. I write a small book, “ Reform of Modern Science. 
Politics. Economics”, and publish it online and at Amazon.com.  All my efforts are now directed towards 
turning my above virtual organization into an international NGO aimed at reforming modern science on a broad 
scale; but my real living conditions seem to have made those efforts futile.  

2013  I make a trip to Berlin trying to get support to my scientific activities from some left organizations and 
institutions but so far without any effect. 

http://www.keepandshare.com/
http://www.reformscience.org/


THE LIST OF MY RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS

1. Igor S. Makarov. The Functional Complexity of Linear Systems. "Transactions of the Research 
Institute of Radio" (Moscow, Russian), No. 2, 1969. 

2. Igor S. Makarov. Introduction to a Non-formal Theory of Vacuum. Indian Journal  of Theoretical  
Physics, No.2, vol. 44, 1996. 

3. Igor S. Makarov. Spontaneous Generation of Neutrons in Vacuum. Indian Journal of Theoretical  
Physics, No.1, vol. 52, 2004.

4. Igor S. Makarov. The Neutron Becoming the Atom. Indian Journal of Theoretical Physics, No.4, vol. 
52, 2004.

5. Igor S. Makarov. Evaluation of the Parameters and Characteristics of Ether. Indian Journal of  
Theoretical Physics, No.4, vol. 53, 2005.

6. Igor S. Makarov. A Theory of Ether Generating Matter. Open University Press. Manchester. UK, 
2007.

7. Igor S. Makarov. A Theory of Ether, Particles and Atoms. Open University Press. Manchester. UK, 
2007.

8. Igor S. Makarov. A Theory of Ether, Particles and Atoms. Second Edition. Open University Press. 
Manchester. UK, 2009.

9. Igor S. Makarov. A Theory of Ether, Particles and Atoms. Second Edition. 2010. 
Open University Press. Manchester. UK. Order: www.amazon.com, ISBN-13: 9 781441478412.
Online text: http://kvisit.com/S2uuZAQ; its cover: http://kvisit.com/S2-uZAQ.

10. Igor S. Makarov.  Reform of Modern Science. Politics. Economics. Reform Science Center, 2012.
Order: www.amazon.com, ISBN-13: 9 781469985770. Online text: http://kvisit.com/So_rUAQ; its cover: 
http://kvisit.com/St6zYAQ.

11.  Igor S. Makarov. Introduction to Theoretical Astrophysics. Reform Science Center, 2014. Order: 
www.amazon.com, ISBN-13: 9 781495220876. Online text: http://kvisit.com/SoPadAw; its cover: 
http://kvisit.com/SqpCeAw.  

12. Igor S Makarov. Science of Politics on Global Governance.  Reform Science Center, 2014. Online: 
http://kvisit.com/S8rukAw.
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                                                     SASPRO Mobility Programme Project
                                                       The Global Village Reform
                                                                         Igor S. Makarov
                                                                  info@reformscience.org 

Abstract

1. The main purpose of the project 
The project is aimed at establishing in Slovakia a new international scientific center with the mission of 
reforming the ideology of modern society by reforming modern science, philosophy and religion. Such 
a reform is necessary now to overcome the present general ideological crisis of civilization, which is 
developing fast threatening the very existence of humankind. The realization of the project would be 
beneficial for all spheres of society turning Bratislava into the leading scientific and political center of 
Europe and the whole civilization. 

2. The background of the project
The project is based on my independent research in exact sciences and humanities, that I started 45 
years ago in Russia and, since July 1992, have proceeded with abroad, achieving the following results:

(1) the reform of modern theoretical physics;
(2) the discovery of the true philosophy of science: the true systems theory;
(3) the creation of a methodology for reforming modern science in general;
(4) the creation of the frameworks of the true sciences of politics and economics, the sciences 
nonexistent or underdeveloped before and socially most important.

These achievements make it possible to start reforming modern science, philosophy and religion on a 
large scale. However, because of the present crisis of modern science and its institutions, those 
achievements have not yet been recognized officially. The SASPRO Fellowship presents a unique 
opportunity to redress that mistake and proceed with the reform.

3. The plan of my activity
My whole activity would consist mainly of two parts:

A. Promulgating the new (reformed) sciences to universities
B. Engaging world researchers in reforming modern science and religion 

3.1 Part A
Physics: 
- organizing conferences, seminars and workshops in the new physics;
- lecturing the new physics at universities;
- publishing the new physics;
- possibly, defending my research in physics as a doctorate thesis (optional).
Politics:
- organizing conferences, seminars and workshops in the new political science;
- editing and publishing the new science;
- organizing, and participating in, the development of my work into a textbook for universities. 
Economics:
- organizing conferences, seminars and workshops in the new science of economics;
- editing and publishing the new science;
- organizing, and participating in, the development of my work into a textbook for universities. 

mailto:info@reformscience.org


Philosophy of science:
- organizing conferences, seminars and workshops in the philosophy of science;
- editing and publishing the new philosophy of science;
- organizing, and participating in, the development of my work into a textbook for universities. 

3.2 Part B
Setting up and running an NGO, formally an independent organization but actually working in close 
cooperation with the Institute of Philosophy. The latter would be expected to assist me in collecting the 
NGO staff of 5-7 persons for the following jobs: 
- Director General (I myself);
- general organization (Executive Director);
- keeping the log journal and advertising (Secretary);
- launching and maintaining the NGO website; keeping the online Archive and the Bulletin 
(Webmaster); 
- working with researchers (Assistant);
- bookkeeping and collecting donations (Bookkeeper).

The realization of the project would be naturally consistent with the existing projects at the Institute 
and suggest participation at the Institute’s activities including (but not limited to) departmental 
seminars, workshops, reading groups and conferences.

Igor S. Makarov                                                                        May 2014
Independent Researcher
Reform Science Center
www.reformscience.org 
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